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Every museum should ask itself, but not only itself, why it exists and what is 

its purpose? So, I ask, why do we need a Museum of Estonians Abroad in 

Toronto? Half jokingly one could answer: why not if the opportunity exists? 

The real reason of course, is that Canadian-Estonians deserve their own 

museum. Or more broadly, all Estonians deserve it, so we can tell our story 

far from the homeland in one of the largest communities of Estonians 

abroad and one of the most multicultural cities. But why is this museum 

possible in Toronto, specifically? 

 

The VEMU idea was born by the Canadian-Estonian architect, property 

developer and philanthropist, Elmar Tampõld. VEMU, as the permanent 

repository of Canadian-Estonian archives and publications collections in 

downtown Toronto at Tartu College, would become a monument to 

Canadian-Estonian cultural sustainability. This was Tampõld's wish. 

 

What are the requirements for this to be possible? The first is Tartu 

College, a successful Estonian business endeavor, a not-for-profit institution, 

is an eighteen-floor student residence with a sizable income able to support 

the development of VEMU and its archival and cultural programs. TC is also 



home to Estonian academic organizations, fraternities and sororities as well 

as many societies. Soon after the construction of the building in the fall of 

1970, in 1971 Tartu Institute was created leading to the collection of 

archival materials and publications. The second prerequisite for VEMU is 

the historical collections of TI along with the later established lending 

library (Estonian Studies Library) and a long list of volunteers and groups 

who work with our historical heritage. These groups include the Bibliography 

Club, which has been the main group organizing the archives and library; the 

Estonian Heritage Society, which has been filming interviews with Estonians 

about their life history and recording events that have taken place in the 

building until they closed down in 2017; two life stories groups, who write 

their memoirs, the older of which in Estonian and the more recent group in 

English and two book clubs, working in English and Estonian. Currently the 

umbrella organization for all of these groups is the Registered Charity 

Estonian Studies Centre, from which the two VEMU Collections Program and 

Cultural Program make up the museum. 

 

The VEMU collections are located in the lower garage of Tartu College in 

the 7000 square foot storage area. Our main goal is to collect everything 

that is associated with Canadian-Estonians, but throughout the collection 

process we also consider the larger historical picture. The new three-story 

VEMU building, for which we have already had the plans and building 

license for a number of years, will be built beside Tartu College as an 



addition. We are collecting support from the Canadian-Estonian community 

to build our new VEMU (currently we have received about $800,000 CAD). In 

association with the new Estonian Centre that is going to be built beside 

Tartu College and replace the current Estonian House located on Broadview 

Ave., heated discussions have taken place between those in favour of 

moving and those against. As of today, a decision to move has been made. 

Unfortunately, as a result of all the commotion, the topic of building VEMU 

has become hidden in the shadows. We have to hope that it will still be built 

because from the perspective of museum development, it is unavoidable.  

 

Although we do not yet have our new “home,” we do have growing 

collections and a developing cultural program. The collections are 

expanding quickly. Every year we receive over 100 larger and smaller 

donations into our regular collections: documents, photos, audio and video 

material, and books for the library. Over the last few years we have also 

directed our focus on growing our art and artifact collections for the 

museum. Among these collections one can find national costumes and other 

ethnographic items, Estonian-themed souvenirs/memorabilia, suitcases 

brought with people during their flight from the homeland, and much more. 

We even have a model of a refugee boat – the schooner named Manni upon 

which refugees fled from Kihnu in the fall of 1944. One of the refugees, Leida 

Sepp who was 5 years old at the time, explains her story beautifully in an 

interview along with a photo and other materials.  



 

The expansion of the collections has created a problem with space. Thus, we 

hope the even before the completion of VEMU, we find some relief for our 

problem with storing our art and artifact collections. Mistakes made during 

the most recent construction are now showing their ugly faces in the form of 

rainwater forcing its way into the archive. Although the space initially meant 

to be a garage isn't the ideal place to house a fund storage, we are thankful 

that we have the space, as many cultural communities in Toronto do not 

have this luxury. 

 

After we solve the problem with the rainwater, we will move at the request 

of the Estonian Central Council in Canada the collections of the Estonian 

Central Archives in Canada from the Estonian House to Tartu College. In 

May 2018, Tiiu Kravtsev and Sven Lepa from the Estonian National Archives 

did a lot of work with these collections, which are a few years older than the 

TI archive. As a result of their expertise and quick work, we were able to get 

an overview the archival collections, have them repacked, described, and 

made ready for the move.   

  

When I came to work to Toronto from Estonia in 2009, I had some specific 

plans in mind: to make sure the collections became used more actively, 

which required making all the related information more accessible, and to 

advertise the collections. To move in this direction, we created a VEMU 



website, printed brochures, and also introduced a web-based database. This 

database was created for us by the Estonian National Archives a couple of 

years ago. 

 

I also wished to start a diverse cultural and academic program at VEMU. As 

I had worked in Tartu at the Estonian Literary Museum Cultural Archives for 

20 years, I had gotten used to constantly explaining why collecting old 

papers is important. Understandably historians do not need such 

explanations, however, state officials and donors do. A community archive 

and museum (which VEMU is) must constantly be reminding the whole 

community why it is important, so that the people who do not otherwise 

have any association with archives and museum work will provide both 

financial and moral support for the construction of a new building. The 

reminder also functions as a way of keeping people aware of the potential 

historical value of their possessions and to donate them to the museum. 

 

How do museums and memory institutions advertise themselves? By 

making use of media channels and social media platforms through 

announcements and sending invitations, but also through programming and 

initiatives. VEMU has access to a technologically well-equipped hall at Tartu 

College, as well as the lobby and hallways surrounding it, which has become 

one of the most active meeting places for Toronto Estonians. From the fall to 

the spring there is rarely a single week that we don't have at least one 



cultural event. 

 

Historical programs (exhibitions, lectures, seminars, book releases and film 

screenings) are the most important events for a museum. Through such 

programs we tell the stories of Canadian-Estonians not just for ourselves, 

but to other nationalities in Canada, and of course, to Estonia. It is just as 

important to address broader topics of Estonian history. Tying history to 

current political and cultural events is a natural and inevitable process, 

which we try to keep in mind when planning our program. For this reason, 

when putting together our programs we have tried to follow the themes 

that are announced for every year in Estonia. We have celebrated the Year of 

the Sea Culture, the Year of Children and Youth Culture, as well as the Year 

of European Cultural Heritage this year.  

 

A modern memory institution has a number of other diverse functions, 

especially when located in a relatively small diaspora so far from Estonia. 

VEMU attempts to be a cultural diplomat of sorts, where we can bring 

together Estonians living in the diaspora and in the homeland along with 

their cultures. We also include Canadian-Estonians and others living in 

Canada. Additionally, VEMU should help to promote Estonia in Canada. This 

all requires close knit collaboration on many fronts. We have a number of 

partners in the form of Estonian organizations in Canada and the USA and 

cultural and memory institutions in Estonia and Canada. Since the fall of 



2014 we have been Associated Member of the Bloor St. Culture Corridor. 

Currently 29 different organizations belong to BCC including the Royal 

Ontario Museum, The Royal Conservatory of Music Koerner Hall, Hot Docs 

Cinema and many others. Over the last 4 years we have collaborated with 

other Canadian-Baltic groups, Latvians, Lithuanians, and Baltic-Germans 

under the working group umbrella title of Baltic Canadian Imprint.  

 

Now, I will discuss our exhibition program in more detail. We do not yet 

have a new museum with a friendly space for a permanent exhibition, but 

we have decided what the future exhibition will be; it will focus on 

Canadian-Estonians and will tell their stories. Currently, we attempt to 

provide a wide range of knowledge and experiences with our temporary 

exhibitions. Some years ago we held public discussions to find out what 

Canadian-Estonians would like to see as VEMU's permanent exhibition. As 

we still do not know when the new building will be ready, we have not yet 

made a plan for our permanent exhibition. Our work with temporary 

exhibitions is preparing us for that time: we are testing out different topics, 

discovering our limitations and trying different models of collaboration. 

Following are some examples of our exhibitions. 

 

Some exhibitions were organized at Tartu College before I came to Toronto in 

the fall of 2009. They were mainly created at the initiative of smaller 

organizations, which resulted in exhibitions that took only a few days to put 



together and hang on the walls and or place on the tables in the hall. There 

was no consistent exhibition program. Exhibitions were created in a simple 

manner with materials that were readily available and were only on 

display for a short time. 

 

The first VEMU exhibition was opened in September 2010 when we 

celebrated Tartu College's 40th birthday. The exhibition was an overview of 

the history of the TC organizations. I cannot say that putting together this 

exhibition was easy, especially as I had only recently moved to Toronto. 

However, it was a great opportunity to learn about the community; I 

become more familiar with the people, with their positions in the 

community, their habits and ways of getting things done. NB! I was working 

with volunteers. It quickly became clear to me that working with volunteers 

is very different from working with professional paid employees.  

 

The hallway gallery including the lobby of the Tartu College ground floor has 

since been in constant use as an exhibition space, as soon as one exhibition 

is taken off the walls, a new one is put in its place. We have 4-5 exhibitions 

every year. In the beginning, most have been traveling exhibitions from 

Estonia, but also some from Canada. Currently most of the exhibits we have 

on display have been curated and completed at VEMU, often in collaboration 

with one of our Canadian or Estonian partners.  

 



We complement our exhibitions with additional programming: 

conferences, lectures, film screenings and sometimes even theatre 

performances.  For example, at the opening of the exhibition Estonians in 

Siberia in September 2011, Dr. Raimo Raag from Uppsala University gave the 

first Dr. Vello Soots Memorial Lecture on the topic: Emigration of Estonians 

Through the Ages (Dr. Vello Soots Memorial Lectures are one of our 

traditions). The exhibition was created by the Estonian Literary Museum. We 

prepared a theatre performance based on the life stories book written by a 

researcher of the Estonian Folklore Archives, Anu Korb, who was also an 

author of the exhibition. The performance was done by Ilutuli Theatre and 

titled: The Lives and Stories of Estonians in Siberia. We also screened a film 

about Estonians in Siberia, Võõra maade sees, a documentary by Andres 

Korjus (Exitfilm 2005) at the Toronto Estonian Supplementary School. Anu 

herself was present and as she is well-acquainted with Siberian Estonians, 

she was able to speak her way into the hearts of Toronto-Estonians. After 

the event a number of Toronto-Estonians came to me to say that they had 

never learned so much about Estonians living in Siberia up until that point. 

What was especially surprising to them, was that the experience of being 

and living as an Estonian far from the homeland was very similar. Siberian 

Estonians travelled from Toronto to the Immigration History Research Centre 

in Minneapolis and after arriving back to Canada, was exhibited at the 

Robarts Library of the University of Toronto. 

 



The second traveling exhibition from Estonia was opened in March 2012. 

Johannes Pääsuke: A Man with Two Cameras was put together by the 

Estonian National Museum and the Tartu Art College in 2003. Thus, the 

exhibition opening in Toronto celebrated both 120 years since the birth of 

Johannes Pääsuke and the 100th anniversary of Estonian films. At the 

opening of the exhibition we watched Johannes Pääsukese's documentaries 

and Estonia's first feature film Bear Hunt in Pärnu County (1914). The 

Estonian National Museum's Head Curator, Riina Reinvelt, gave a short 

introduction on J. Pääsuke.  

 

For the opening of the State Archives of Estonia's travelling exhibition Harsh 

Spring/Karm kevad, we held a seminar titled: Misplaced People: Stalinist 

Repressions in the Baltic, at the University of Toronto Chair of Estonian 

Studies. Again, we watched films, this time about both Latvians (Latvian 

Deportations March 25, 1949 by the Latvian Museum of Occupation) and 

Estonians (Life Stories/Elulood, an animated film by Rao Heidmets, RHF 

Studio, 2007). The second Dr. Vello Soots Memorial lecture was held on 

Saturday, September 22, 2012 at Tartu College. Dr. Vello Salo talked about 

The Legacy of Evil Times: Population Losses in Estonia 1939-1949. 

 

We do not always have to rely on archival sources to speak about history 

and what it means to be Estonian. We have had the pleasure of presenting 

the work of two Canadian-Estonian artists, both of whose collections tell the 



story of being Estonian in their own way. The well-known Estonian author, 

Arved Viirlaid's granddaughter who lives in Vancouver, Jessie Anneli Viirlaid 

McNeil's, collage exhibition Outsider Inside – A Collage Series of the Estonian 

Song and Dance Festival 2014 takes us back to the 2014 Song and Dance 

Festival in Estonia. While walking or parading down the streets of Tallinn, in 

modern and traditional dress (often a gracious and tactful mixing of the 

two), visitors and residents from all walks of life were immersed in a 

celebratory environment of the festival week. During her time in Tallinn, 

Anneli captured this sensation with her camera, later assembling the collage 

re-representations in her studio. The series explores the perspective of a 

Canadian-Estonian during the festival, from moments of mundanity to 

emotional highs. While expressing themes of memory and experience, 

McNeil's collages in Outsider Inside pose the complex questions, “What is an 

Estonian today?” The exhibit was later also displayed in Estonia. 

 

Arne Roosman from Bancroft, Ontario is a lithographer, designer of books, 

stage sets and murals, as well as an illustrator and a painter. His Touch of 

Arsenic. Sketching the Past was a retrospective of Arne's childhood. He was 

just a boy when Russia invaded Estonia. He fled Estonia in 1941 with his 

parents and seven brothers and sisters to Germany, where they stayed 

throughout the war. Arne tells his story through pictures in the form of an 

exhibition. This story has also been published as a book in both in Estonian 

and English. 



 

Our own creations hold a special place in my heart. The first VEMU 

exhibition has already been mentioned for Tartu College's 40th birthday. The 

experience creating this exhibition forced us to be more clever and 

resourceful in finding active and trustworthy partners for our future 

exhibitions. Some ideas have sometimes come entirely out of the blue. 

 

In 2012 Katre Viilvere, an Estonian living and studying in Germany, came to 

Toronto to research Canadian-Estonians for her final university project. The 

exhibition Am I Estonian was developed out of her research and focused on 

how young Canadian-Estonians answered questions about Estonian identity 

and what it means to be Estonian. As there was not much time, the 

exhibition was put together quite simply, but it was of great interest to not 

only those in Canada, but also to those in Estonia, where it was on display at 

many different institutions.  

 

Eha Kommissarov and Ellu Maar, art historians from the KUMU art museum 

came to Toronto to get acquainted with Vello Muikma's inheritance. 

Muikma was a professional photographer. In addition to sorting the archives, 

they found some of Muikma's colleagues and students (Muikma taught 

photography at OCAD) and put together an overview exhibition of Muikma's 

work. This exhibition has since become, under the careful watch of Ellu 

Maar, a book, which was published in 2016.  



 

Convincing partners to collaborate with us has not been too hard. One of the 

largest exhibition project VEMU has created is Food: A Treasury of Estonian 

Heritage. Businesses and Factories in Toronto, which was completed in 

2014 in collaboration with the Estonian National Museum (now on display at 

the ENM). It was the product of a number of long years of work. We did 

most of the collection and research work in Canada, but Riina Reinvelt did a 

great job also in Estonian archives. VEMU announced also our first collection 

campaign for this occasion. The exhibition was designed by Merike … at the 

Estonian National Museum, it was printed in Estonia and shipped to Canada. 

Based on the material collected for the exhibition, the documentary Makers 

of Food. Historical Estonian Food Businesses in Toronto was created (directed 

by Kaisa Pitsi, a young Estonian filmmaker, who has been working for 

Canadian cinemas for some time now). A symposium Everyday Culture as a 

Keeper of National Identity took place to accompany the exhibition. The 

exhibition has also been on display at the Latvian Centre in Montreal. The 

documentary has already been screened almost 10 times. 

 

In 2016 another collaborative project was completed – “The Story of the 

Baltic University (1946-1949). Adventure and Struggle”. Helga Merits 

completed a documentary about the Baltic University. She used a number of 

our archival photos (and also received substantial financial support from the 

Estonian Studies Centre). It was quite natural for a collaborative exhibition of 



historical photos to be put together, providing an overview of the short-

lived, but long-lasting imprint of the Baltic University. The photos were 

accompanied by Helga's short descriptions. Helga was present at the 

opening of the exhibition and the conference dedicated to the 70th 

anniversary of the Baltic University. 

 

An exhibition about Roman Toi, a Canadian-Estonian choir director and 

composer, who celebrated his 100th birthday in 2016, was made in 

collaboration with the young curators at the Estonian Theatre and Music 

Museum. This exhibition had many purposes. In addition to the young 

curators in Estonia learning extensively about Estonian music history abroad 

and the history of Estonians abroad overall, we digitized R. Toi's scrapbooks 

at VEMU before sending them to Estonia. Every new exhibition has pushed 

us to organize, describe and digitize our collections and add to them with 

new material. This was also the case with this exhibition. The exhibition was 

opened in both Toronto and Tallinn at the same time to celebrate the 

maestro's birthday together. The process of filming a documentary about 

Roman Toi (director KallI Paakspuu from Toronto) took place simultaneously 

with the curation of the exhibit. This spring Roman Toi left us right before his 

102nd birthday. Kaili's film should be completed in fall 2018. 

 

We have organized a number of joint events and created the exhibit 

“Sharing Our Stories: The Baltic Diaspora at Home in Canada” with the 



Baltic Canadian Imprint group. The exhibit presents 30 panels holding the 

stories of Canadian-Balts from their time in the Baltic countries up until they 

started their new lives in Canada. The exhibit has been on display in all of 

the Toronto Baltic community centres, but also in Ottawa and London, 

Ontario. The exhibit has received a lot of positive feedback for the reason 

that all of the stories are presented in parallel with one another. The fate of 

Baltic-Germans after Umsiedlung has been especially eyeopening to other 

Balts. The exhibit is based primarily on oral history in the form of interviews, 

which all of the communities conducted among their community members. 

Relevant archival material was also collected for the exhibit.  

 

In the fall of 2017, we opened an exhibit about Estonian architects in 

Canada in collaboration with the Estonian Architecture Museum. The 

curator Jarmo Kauge visited Toronto twice and did great work not only in the 

Estonian archives and with community members in Toronto, but also in 

Canadian memory institutions and architectural communities. The result 

was a thorough and professional insight into Canadian architectural history 

to which Estonian architects have made remarkable contributions. The 

expanded version of “Building a Community. Estonian Architects in Post-

War Toronto” was on display in Tallinn at the Estonian Architecture Museum 

in May 2018. An exhibit catalogue is also in the process of being published. 

 

The architecture exhibit is one of our gifts to Canada's 150th birthday and 



Estonia's 100th birthday. This past spring Rakvere Theatre opening the 

production “LAHUS,” which was commissioned by VEMU and written by Liisi 

Rohumäe from Estonia. The play discusses Canadian-Estonians and their 

relationship with the homeland. The play will be performed in Toronto in 

September when we host the Baltic 100 party week.  

 

Another birthday gift were the joint photo exhibits “Two Edges of the 

Lifespan”, which were opened in February 2018. The photos by the young 

Canadian-Estonian anthropologist Kristen Dobbin documented the activities 

of the younger members of the Canadian-Estonian community at the 

Jõekääru children's camp located in Northern Ontario and Toomas 

Volkmann's photos featured the older Toronto Estonian community 

members living in Ehatare, an Estonian retirement home in Toronto.  

 

Music connects people. Estonians are a small population with a large music 

culture. So in May we held our first Estonian Music Week in Toronto. Over 

the course of 6 days almost 50 musicians from Estonia, the USA, Finland, 

Norway, and Germany performed with about 20 Canadians (many of which 

had Estonian heritage). VEMU's largest and most expensive endeavour was a 

success. It brought together a large number of Estonians, but also made a 

mark in Toronto's rich and diverse cultural landscape. Thanks to the Bloor St. 

Culture Corridor we have made many beneficial contacts among other 

cultural institutions located along Toronto's main street, which offered us 



opportunities for better venues, stages, and a more widespread distribution 

of information. EMW was one of the largest events included in the official 

program for EV100 in North America. This is most likely the reason why the 

Estonian Prime Minister Jüri Ratas planned his Canadian business trip to 

happen during EMW. In addition to the concerts, we held a seminar “EE 

Meets CA,” where representatives of the Canadian and Estonian music 

industry discussed future opportunities for collaboration in the creative 

economy field. Since VEMU is still focused on museum activities, we opened 

two new exhibits during the festival, both dedicated to Arvo Pärt: Tõnu 

Tormis' photo exhibit “On Pärt” and the Estonian Theatre and Music 

Museum and Arvo Pärt Centre's exhibit “Arvo Pärt – Renowned and 

Unknown.” The latter was also on display during EMW at the Royal 

Conservatory's Koerner Hall during the Vox Clamantis and Maarja Nuut & HH 

concert. This concert was also a part of the RCM 21C Festival program. 

 

As I mentioned earlier, in addition to the exhibitions, we also put together 

many historically themed events. We have hosted the VEMU Jane's Walks. 

We have introduced the buildings designed by Estonians in downtown 

Toronto and the partner organizations of BCC and the history of their 

buildings. Prime Minister Ratas also participated in a similar cultural walk 

during his time in Toronto.  

 

One of the most popular events have been our cooking shows, where we 



have prepared our “grandmother's foods.” About 80 Estonians showed up 

with their rolling pins to make traditional Estonian bread, kringel! Even stand 

up comedy can successfully discuss the Canadian-Estonian history. Andy 

Valvur drew almost 200 people to the Tartu College hall, to laugh about the 

weird aspects of being Estonian.  

 

The role of museums today is very diverse. Museums are faced with the task 

of collecting and teaching history to ensure the continuity of memory. But a 

museum as a living cultural organism, must also be capable of speaking to 

the present, by always creating new content, which will hopefully one day 

also be considered history worth remembering. Thus, I wish all museum 

workers strength and perseverance for thinking of new and creative ideas! 

 

Thank you for listening! 

 

 

 


